Presents

**PRODUCTION STAFF**

**Stage Manager** Alley McIntosh  |  **Virtual Title Cards Designer** Alley McIntosh

**Tech Lead** CB Borger  |  **Virtual House Manager** Els Collins

**BIOGRAPHY**

Bayo obtained a B.A. in Performing Arts from University of Ilorin and began his career in Nigeria on stage before going to film school in Toronto. He’s worked as an actor and director both on stage and screen since graduation. Bayo has been nominated twice for the GEMINI awards (Canadian Emmy) as best actor. He has a master’s degree from USC-SCA where he also teaches film directing. He’s currently a series regular on CBS sitcom: *Bob Hearts Abishola*.

**SPECIAL THANKS**

CB Borger, Christopher Paci, Joe Shea, Jennifer Franco, Stephanie Shroyer, Delphine Vasko, ShowTix4U.com

**SDA PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE 2020/21**

**October 16 & 17, 2020**

---

**CAST OF CHARACTERS** (in alphabetical order)

Dara Adedara

*Angela King, Keith Watson, Elaine Brown, Twilight Bey*

Maxwell Bodak

*Bill Bradley, Anonymous Man, Jeffrey*

Colleen Daly

*Judith Tur, Alice Waters*

Seth Ellington

*Stanley K. Sheinbaum, Daryl Gates*

Gabriella Feingold

*Maria*

Andrey Forman

*Jay Woong Yahng, Federico Sandoval, Mrs. June Park, Elvira Evers*

Thalia Colon Garcia

*Rudy Salas, Sr., Octavio Sandoval*

Stella Grimaldi

*Josie Morales, Talent Agent*

Amber Heldreth-Miller

*Elaine Young*

Kennedy Hill

*Jessye Norman, Gina Rae, Maxine Waters*

Jennings Humphries

*Ted Briseno, Shelby Coffey III, Walter Park*

Rickey Orr

*Cornel West, Paul Parker, Charles Lloyd*

Morgan Seftel

*Sergeant Charles Duke, Reginald Denny*

Secret Singh

*Joe Viola, Katie Miller*

Kiana Taylor

*Chris Oh, Jin Ho Lee, Mrs. Young-Soon Han*

---

**DIRECTOR’S NOTE**

“….one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.” Where is the evidence? Almost two decades after the Rodney King incident, unscrupulous white police officers have only progressed from beating black people to assassinating them. Ask Eric Garner, Tamir Rice, Freddie Gray, Breonna Taylor and George Floyd to name a few. Justice for all? I think not. Not in America. Not yet. Someday…maybe. Until then, a luta continua!

---

**There will be one ten-minute intermission.**